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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Advanced interactive systems such as 3D virtual worlds, Virtual Reality (VR), and Augmented             
Reality (AR) have emerged in various domains, ranging from entertainment, cultural heritage, to             
combat training and mission critical applications. The development and authoring of such systems             
is an iterative process that also includes quality assurance to make sure that the resulting systems                
are correct and delivering a high quality user experience. As the complexity of these systems               
keeps increasing, quality assurance becomes increasingly more challenging. Paradoxically, fine          
grained and high level of interactivity and realism make such systems very hard and expensive to                
test. The current authoring and development toolset poses little testing technology beyond            
rudimentary record and replay tools that only work for simple test scenarios. Solving this problem               
would greatly improve the productivity of advanced interactive system industries and allows them             
to explore applications that so far are out of their reach due to inadequate quality assurance                
process. 
 
To address the above problem, EU has funded a research project called iv4XR, “Intelligent              
Verification/Validation for Extended Reality Based Systems”. Five research institutes, including          
Utrecht University, and three companies take part in iv4XR: Inst. de Engenharia de Sistemas e               
Computadores Lisbon (Portugal), Univ. Politectica Valencia (Spain), Foundtion Bruno Kessler          
(Italy), Umea University (Sweden), Good AI (Czech Rep.), Thales (France), and Gameware (UK).  
 
An obvious solution to the above problem is to improve the level of test automation. This is easier                  
said than done. While there exist automated testing techniques, ranging from simple random             
based techniques to those based on symbolic execution, these techniques are not suitable to              
automate the verification of the above kind of advanced interactive systems. They rely either on               
brute force (such as the random based approaches), or require way too much information (the               
symbolic based approaches). A better approach is to use “intelligent” agents that can             
autonomously roam a given 3D world to carry out testing tasks. The intelligence is supposed to                
give the agents a human-like ability to interpret the 3D world along with its dynamics; the whole                 
interaction space is otherwise just too big to be explored by randomly trying out things. However,                
how to actually program this intelligence is currently still an on-going and largely unexplored              
research area. More research is needed. To facilitate this it is important to have an appropriate lab.                 
In our case a “lab” does not take the form of a physical building, but a digital environment in where                    
scientists can train and test AI agents they develop. The aim of this project is to create such a lab,                    
hence facilitating research in the iv4XR project. 
 
 



 

2. PROJECT GOAL 
 
As said, the aim of this software project is to create a ‘lab’ to facilitate research in intelligent agents                   
to perform testing tasks in a 3D world. More precisely, we want you to: build a configurable 3D                  
Gym to serve as an experiment field to train and test intelligent agents; to build a library of basic                   
capabilities for the agents, e.g. to receive goals, to calculate routes, and to report statistics; and to                 
develop some of the intelligent agents yourself as demonstration. The Gym is a basically a 3D                
survival game, with obstacles, moving entities, and interactable entities. The 3D aspect is an              
essential part of the Gym since we want to push the state of the art to go beyond solving 2D                    
games like Super Mario which were already addressed by others in the past. Configurability is also                
an essential part of the Gym. It means that the Gym should allow the layout of its 3D world and                    
how it is populated with entities to be configured from a definition file (a text file). This is crucial in                    
order to allow scientists to design different challenges to train and test AI agents.  
 
2.1. Expected functionalities 
 

1. The Gym should be playable by human as well as by agents. It should be possible to                 
record a play (by human or agents) and to replay it, e.g. for post analysis. When the agent                  
plays, it should also be possible to have a camera that follows chosen agents, and to have                 
a display (which can be overlayed over the game’s own display) of the agents’              
progress-related statistics (e.g. elapsed time, number of frame updates so far, reward value             
so far).  
 
Being able to deploy multiple agents would be needed for our research, to allow us to                
study e.g. cooperation between agents. 
 
It should able to fully control the randomness of the Gym. In other words, use a pseudo                 
random generator whose seed is configurable. 
 
Since we also want to use the Gym for demos in the context of the iv4XR project, we also                   
hope it to be visually presentable. 
 

2. An Agent-Gym Interface . Such an interface allows an agent to control and observe the              1

state of the Gym. We need the interface to provide observation to the agent primarily in the                 
form of the structural state of the relevant fragment of the 3D world around the agent. By                 
“structural” we mean that the information should tell the agent which game entities that are               
present around it, along with their relevant properties. 
 
Since inevitably the agent will also need to navigate through your 3D world, note that your                
Agent-Gym Interface should also provide enough information about the 3D layout of the             
world to allow the agent to calculate its navigation route through your 3D world. 
 
For the purpose of image recognition based future research, we also need an option to               
make the Gym to send the screenshot of the game every N turns, N≥1, to the Agent-Gym                 
Interface to be retrieved by AI agents with image processing capabilities. 

1 More concretely, such an interface should be implemented by subclassing the root class Environment, or 
alternatively JsonEnvironment from our agent framework aplib. We will say more on this later. 



 

 
There are some specific requirements on the agent programming framework that we            
want to use. Some of these requirements also influence our choices for this Agent-Gym              
Interface. See Section 2.5. 
 

3. Users should be able to configure/define the layout and the initial state of the 3D               
world using a text file. Figure 1 below shows a concept of such a definition file. 
 

4. A Library of basic agents’ capabilities, e.g. to calculate and carry out a route through               
your 3D world and to collect statistics and to send these to some destination. 
 

5. Provide an exciting demo with a 3D world of your own design and several examples of                
intelligent agents. 
 

 

                 wwwww       wwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 
      wwww    wwwwCCCwwwww   w         D    w 
      wxxwww  wxxxCSC    w   w  G      wwwwww 
      w    w  w   CCC    w   w      x       w 
  wwwww    wwwwS  CCL    wwwww      xxx     w 
  w          SD   CCC    D  SD      xxx    Sw 
  wwwwwwwwwwwwwww   wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 
                wwwww 

 
Figure 1: a concept of a level definition in a plain text format; “w” = wall, “x” = hazardous tile, “D” =                      
door, “S” = door switch, “C” = drop (lower floor which is inescapable except with “L” = ladder), “G”                   
= hostile mobile.  
 
  
2.2. Deliverables 
 

1. The software itself. 
2. Documentation. Since we expect the development of the Gym to be continued beyond this 

current project, we expect the software to be well documented. The documentation should 
include the following: 

a. Gym related documentation: 
i. explaining how to build, deploy, and use the Gym (including how to deploy             

and run agents on the Gym). 
ii. explaining the architecture of the software. 
iii. listing and describing the Gym’s configuration parameters. 
iv. an example of how to write a simple agent and to deploy it into the Gym. 
v. description of format for the world definition file. 

 
b. Code level documentation: we expect your code to be well documented. 
c. Agent-Gym Interface documentation:  

i. explaining how it works 
ii. Its APIs documentation  



 

iii. Explanation on how to obtain the statistics collected by the agents, what are             
the statistics, and how we can extend the Gym code if we need to obtain               
more statistics. 

d. Library of Agent Capabilities (as meant in bullet 4 of Section 2.1) API 
documentation. 
 

3. A demo, as meant in Section 2.1 no. 5. 
 
 
2.3. Application area 
Research in software engineering of advanced interactive systems. 
 
2.4. Related work 
 
The concept of AI Gym is indeed not new. It was first popularized by Elon Musk’s OpenAI in 2016,                   
who released an open source framework called OpenAI-Gym . The framework is basically a             2

generic interface between systems and AI. The idea is similar to ours, namely to provide a digital                 
lab for AI research. Note that the concept of “Gym” in OpenAI-Gym actually only refers to the                 
interface part, whereas in our project the term “Gym” refers to the target system (e.g. a game) that                  
is being used to train and test the AI (in OpenAI’s terminology the latter is called “environment”).                 
The typical examples of target systems provided by OpenAI-Gym are 2D games like the old Atari                
games. We of course want to go beyond 2D game, but the simplicity of OpenAI-Gym’s concept of                 
the interface between target systems and AI is appealing; something that we would like to have as                 
well. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: some examples of old Atari game available as environments in OpenAI-Gym. 
 
Obstacle Tower is a recent (2019) AI gym released by Unity. The goal is also similar to ours,                  3

namely to develop AI that is capable of solving 3D game challenges. Obstacle Tower also uses                
OpenAI-Gym as the interface. Unit’s main interest is to research AI that can does with a high visual                  
fidelity, 3D, 3rd person, and procedurally generated virtual world. Its interface provides therefore             
raw images for the agents, to test their ability to interpret images as humans see them. On the                  
other hand, the interest of our research lies more in using AI to automate software verification. So                 
for us, ability to interpret images is less important. However, On the other hand, ability to efficiently                 
search in a game’s interaction space is important. For this reason, in our Gym we want agents to                  

2 https://gym.openai.com/ 
3 https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/obstacle-tower-env 

https://gym.openai.com/
https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/obstacle-tower-env


 

be able to peek into the game’s structural state rather than to just provide them with uninterpreted                 
images. 
 

 
Figure 3. Some screenshots from Unity’s Obstacle Tower. 

There is nice paper that explains Obstacle Tower: Juliani et al, Obstacle Tower: A Generalization               
Challenge in Vision, Control, and Planning , in AAAI-19 Workshop on Games and Simulations for              4

Artificial Intelligence, 2019. 
 
There are various framework to program agents. One of them is APLIB , developed by our               5

university (Utrecht University). APLIB is originally inspired by 2APL which was introduced back in              
2006. It was a programming language of its own, specialized for programming agents. 2APL              
follows the BDI (Belief-Desire-Intent) programming model. The belief of an agent represents            
essentially what it knows. Desires represent its objectives. To reach these objectives, the agent              
select some plans from a collection of plans (some can be given, some can be generated), then                 
execute them. The process of selecting plans is called deliberation, and selected plans are called               
intent; they are to be executed. The distinguishing aspect of BDI agents is the presence of the                 
deliberation phase, which allows the agents to rethink about its current situation, and rebalance on               
how it chooses the next plans. Being an independent programming language poses however a              
maintenance problem. Not only that this means that its community will have to maintain a compiler,                
but on the long run they will also need various software tools such as a unit testing framework,                  
debugger, profiler, etc. 
 
In contrast to 2APL, APLIB is a library in Java. This actually fits better for our research purpose,                  
where the availability of support tools outweighs the comfort of having a dedicated domain specific               
language (DSL).  
 
2.5. Boundary conditions 
 

● As said, we need Gym to be a 3D game. We also want it to be able to run on multiple                     
desktop platforms (Windows, Linux, MacOS). These lead to Unity as a reasonable choice             
of game engine. Also, because we want to keep an option for VR extension in the future. 
 

● To program the agents, we want to use the new APLIB agent framework. This framework               
is developed by Utrecht University, implemented in Java. This framework would provide            
you with an architecture to program agents, along with basic concepts such as goal and               
strategy. Since using APLIB means that the agents will be programmed in Java as well, it is                 
desired that your Gym-to-agents Interface is implemented as a subclass of APLIB’s            

4 https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.01378 
5 https://wooshrow.github.io/aplib/ 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.01378
https://wooshrow.github.io/aplib/


 

Environment or JsonEnvironment that already defines how agents would interface with           
their environment. And from there, you need to implement ability to interface with the Gym.  
 
Tutorials on using APLIB and explanation about its main concepts can be found in the               
/docs directory of its source code. 

 
2.6. Why is the project interesting (and also interesting for you)? 
Developing an AI to play a game has been a topic that enthralled researchers for many decades.                 
Playing a video game poses a quite different challenge for AI than for example chess. A video                 
game which is simple for human child can be extremely difficult for an AI to play. Solving this                  
problem is important not just for the fun of it, but other application areas such as software                 
engineering can benefit greatly from such AI. You will be contributing to this research by providing                
a digital lab. You will also experiment with the lab yourself, to build your own cool AI as demo! (this                    
is one of your deliverables) If the results are good, we will be open for the possibility to publish                   
your work. It might be worth noting that we had a successful experience with a previous Software                 
Project team, whose work is recently published in the International Conference on Software             
Engineering (ICSE) 2019, which is one of the most prestigious conferences in Software             
Engineering. 
 

3. USE 

 
 
3.1. User perspective 
The users of the Gym are researchers. They use it to develop, train, and test AI agents. Although                  
in the main use case, the agents will be “playing” the Gym, it is important that users can also play                    
the game so that they can compare their own human game play with those produced by agents. 
 
3.2. System input 
The user can control the game through keyboard and/or mouse. The Gym reads the definition of                
its 3D world from a text file. 
 
3.3. System output 

1. Visualisation of the game.  
2. We should be able to save the statistics collected by the agents in files. 

 
3.4. Visualization and artwork/Visualisatie en artwork 
The Gym is basically a 3D survival game. We would like it to be visually presentable as a demo.                   
Artists would be needed to produce the needed graphics assets. 
 
 

4. REQUISITES 

 
4.1. Domain knowledge and information supplied by the client 

● Knowledge about software testing. 
● Knowledge about the main concepts of OpenAI-Gym. 
● Knowledge about the main concepts of APLIB and agent programming using APLIB. 



 

  
4.2. Materials supplied by the client 
APLIB is available as an open source library.  
 
4.3. Data and examples supplied by the client 
Not applicable. 
 
4.4. Test environment 
We do not expect a special test facility to be needed. We expect the developed software to be able                   
to run on consumer home computers or laptops. 
 
 

5. ADMINISTRATIVE 

 
5.1. Contact person 
Dr. Wishnu Prasetya 
Dept. of Information & Computing Sciences 
Utrecht University 
 s.w.b.prasetya@uu.nl 
 
5.2. Project duration 
Start: beginning of September 2019 
End: end of January 2020 
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